
Guidance for the assembly of Gondola & Wall Shelving 
 
Tools required: Rubber Mallet – Spirit Level – Tape Measure – Common Sense! 
 
We recommend that prior to assembly of the units; all items should be sorted and stacked in 
The following order to make it easier for you to assemble. It is easier to assemble with two people on a flat, solid floor. 
 
Please be aware that these are generic instructions and you may not require all of the below equipment. 
 
1) Uprights and Baselegs 
2) Back Panels 
3) Shelves & brackets 
 
Drawings and illustrations are merely to help you  
Assemble our modular units. 
 
a) Gondola Cover 
b) Baseleg 
c) Back Panel 
d) Shelf 
e) Shelf Brackets 
f) Ticket Strip 
g) Upright 
 

 
1. Begin by attaching the base feet to the uprights.  

You are creating an upside down T-Shape. 
Insert the base legs into the uprights from below as indicated by the arrow 
And drive them firmly in so that they wedge firmly into the uprights. A tap with a rubber mallet 
Usually does the trick! The adjustable feet are used for levelling the unit later on. 

 
2. Once you have the 2 x T-Shape leg parts you can spread them apart and add the first backpanels 

To the gondola. If you have a 1.4m high gondola, the back panel permutations are as follows.  
1 x 100mm high panel at the bottom followed by 3 x 400mm high panels. I usually add the smaller panels to 
either side from the bottom up. Begin from the top of the foot. Not the floor. The first 100mm in height is 
actually under the bottom shelf. Before adding any further backpanels, now is a good time to level the unit and 
position it. There is no weight in the unit at this time and it is easier to move. If building a continuous run e.g. 3 
metres, work your way along with the remaining T-Legs and bottom panels until the unit is ready to level and 
in position. 

 
3. Once the gondola is in position and levelled vertically and horizontally you can begin adding the remaining 

parts to the unit. Start with the base plinth. Rubber strip goes against the floor. You will see a narrow slot in 
each leg at the front. Simply insert the plinth into either side. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Once the plinths have been added to can add the base shelf to either side of the gondola. This will firm up the 
unit and give it the rigidity required. 

 
5. Complete the unit by filling in the remaining back panels until you get to the top. Add the gondola cover to hide 

the gap. 
 

6. The final part is adding the shelves and epos edges. Decide where you want the shelves to go and slot a 
bracket into each side. Rest the shelf on top and it will fit securely into place. The Epos edges will then attach 
to the front of each shelf allowing you to add your pricing strips and codes. 
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